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Revelation 8:1
➢ Silence in Heaven for half an hour.
➢ The word “Hour” in scripture comes from the Greek word “Hora”.
Hour or Hora can also be translated into English as a Season.
➢ When Jesus breaks the 7th Seal the 4 Angels were told to WAIT.
➢ The silence from Heavens perspective is: Almighty GOD is patiently waiting and saving
masses of human beings.
Revelation 8:2
➢ The final seal opens a series of Trumpets.
➢ The descendants of Ishmael, & Lot and Esau, the half Jewish Arab
people want the land of Israel.
➢ The Arabs still are grieving and coveting their brother Israel’s position of being selected.
➢ Rebellious Jacob Jews & those whom follow the antichrist are getting Trumpet warnings
that at this time GOD will enforce His Law.
➢ Apocrypha: Esdras 6:23 - “And the Trumpet shall give a sound, which when every man
heareth, they shall be suddenly afraid.”
Revelation 8:3
➢ The Tabernacle and the Temple to follow later in Jerusalem were designed by exact
patterns provided in scripture that parallel the actual throne room in the Holy Temple of
GOD in Heaven.
➢ The Veils.
➢ The Altars
Revelation 8:4-5
➢ Now begins the Time of GOD’S Vengeance for His believers against those living in sin.
➢ The coals of judgement are to be cast down upon the entire Earth.
Revelation 8:6-7
➢ The 1st Trumpet Judgement.
➢ Third of earth was burned up.
➢ All of the grass, etc. burnt up means famine just went from dire to levels unseen ever
before.
➢ Jacob means rebellious Jews, while Israel means faithful Jews, famine is designed to
bring one to faith in GOD.
➢ One third (1/3) upon the face of the Earth is lost.
➢ World population-Rapture of the Church-1/4 from Seals-1/3 from Trumpet = ?
➢ Notice the 7 Trumpet Judgements of Revelation parallel the plagues upon Egypt.
Revelation 8:8-9
➢ The Second Trumpet Judgement
➢ A huge rock thrown into the sea.
➢ The literal nature of the first two Trumpet Judgements.
➢ The third and fourth Trumpets will be a direct result of the impacts of Trumpets one &
two.
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Revelation 8:10-11
➢ The Third Trumpet Judgement
➢ “Star” fell from the sky.
➢ The ice from the asteroids, meteors, etc. will be loaded with minerals and raw metals
poisoning and contaminating one third of our fresh land water.
➢ Wormwood, Greek Aspinthos, is actually a poisonous plant. A few drops of its dark green
liquid is used medically to kill intestinal worms in each humans and livestock.
➢ Ap”sin”thos: The ancient Egyptians called the Apsinthos plant Apophis which means
great serpent or devil, destroyer.
➢ Note for next week: The word for Destroyer in Greek is Appollyon. The Hebrew word is
Abaddon.
➢ The asteroid 2004Mn4 is estimated to be nearly a mile in diameter.
➢ It is getting so close that 2004Mn4 was renamed Apophis, which means destroyer in each
Greek and Hebrew and can be traced back to the ancient Egyptian which means devil and
is used for each for sin and poison, which translates to wormwood.
Revelation 8:12
➢ The Fourth Trumpet Judgement
➢ One third (1/3) of the day and night are struck.
➢ ALL prophecy must be fulfilled, so no years, months, or days, can be
removed. They are precisely predicted.
➢ One third (1/3) of the day and night are struck as in shortened.
➢ Highly recommend Isiah 24. Note the Earth here is literally reeling.
Revelation 8:13
➢ The Three Woes
➢ Take note here for next week: John said that the remaining three Trumpet
judgements are not aimed at the Earth but specifically at the unbelievers.
➢ Example Scriptures:
• Woe to those who make unjust laws, to those who issue oppressive
decrees, to deprive the poor of their rights and withhold justice from the oppressed of
my people
, making widows their prey and robbing the fatherless…
• Woe to them, because they have strayed from me!
• Woe to the foolish prophets…
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